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The compensation of Directors of Religious Education/Parish Catechetical Leaders and Leaders of Youth Ministry is a two-step
process to ensure fairness and legal compliance.

As stated in the Archdiocese Handbook at 5.6.1.1 Exempt Employees, federal and state laws define an "exempt" employee as a
worker who is paid a fixed salary, which is not based on the number of hours worked, and who holds a managerial or leadership
position such as a Director of Religious Education. Exempt employees are not entitled to receive overtime pay. Their exempt
status is based on (1) their duties and responsibilities and (2) their salary must meet the state minimum threshold. If either
element is not met, the employee is not exempt and is entitled to overtime pay.

An exempt employee is paid a fixed salary for any workweek in which the employee performs work, regardless of the number of
hours or days worked, unless the employee misses a whole day of work during a workweek for personal reasons not associated
with sickness or accident and performs no work for the entire day. The nature of the job may require that the exempt employee
works well over 40 hours per week.

Compensation Guidelines



Earn a fixed weekly/monthly salary equivalent to no less than two
times the state minimum wage that is not adjustable depending on
hours worked (for certain benefit calculation purposes an exempt
employee's hours are considered the equivalent of a full-time 40-hour
week), for 2023, the minimum annual salary in California is $64,480.

 Customarily and regularly exercise discretion and independent
judgment on the job, and

Be "primarily engaged" in performing the exempt duties of the job
(i.e., devote more than half of the work time to those duties). 

Step 1: Exempt or Non- Exempt Assessment 

All exempt employees within the Office of Religious Education must
meet all three of the following requirements: 

If these three requirements are met, then the question of exempt compensation range
becomes relevant. Keep in mind that the minimum salary generally increases on an
annual basis in California but is presently on the 2024 ballot for revision. 

If an employee works part-time, the employee must still earn $64,480 to be exempt from
overtime in California. In most cases, a part-time employee, whether a secretary,
manager or RE leader, will be non-exempt and will clock their hours.

If the ORE employee does not meet the three factors above, for example if the employee
earns less than $64,480 in 2023, the employee is non-exempt and must comply with all
non-exempt requirements as outlined at 5.6.1.2 Non-Exempt Employees. Such
requirements include clocking in and out for all work periods, required rest breaks and
meal periods, and other very specific procedures.

If you are unsure about exempt or non-exempt, view
our decision chart below, then proceed to step 2. 





Step 2: Compensation Range Factor below
Once you have determined whether the position is exempt or non-exempt, you move to the compensation range
factors below. Calculate points according to each prompt in sections A-G. 
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Step 3: Calculate total points and find appropriate compensation range

Once you have calculated the total points from all the categories, utilize the
compensation table below to find the appropriate range. 

             $32.00
$32.00- $34.97
$34.97- $37.93

$37.93- $41.73

$41.73- $45.52
$45.52 + 

$66,560- $73,546
$73,546- $80,532

$80,532- $88,585

$96,639

$88,585- $96,638

If a DRE or Youth Minister meets the exempt job duties tests set out in this
memorandum but is just short of the required exempt salary amount,
seriously consider raising the salary instead of classifying the DRE or
Youth Minister as “non-exempt.” Non-exempt employees (regardless of
their job duties or level of responsibility in the program) must meet all the
legal requirements for non-exempt workers, including clocking in and out
each day worked, being paid overtime for hours worked over 8 or 12 a day,
required rest and meal breaks, and other highly technical wage and hour
rules. Failing to comply with those requirements can expose a pastor and
parish to significant liability.

Effective date January 1, 2024

The State of California is raising the hour minimum wage to $16.00 on
January 1, 2024. Therefore, the minimum salary for exempt employees
will go up to $66,560.

 $66,560


